HOW TO POST VERIFIABLE PHOTOS & VIDEOS USING THE EYEWITNESS TO ATROCITIES APP

1. Download the “eyeWitness to Atrocities” app from the Google Play Store.
2. Record photos/videos/audio with the app.
3. Upload a copy of your footage to the secure eyeWitness server to preserve the metadata.
4. Share your footage with a notation that it was taken with the eyeWitness to Atrocities app.
5. eyeWitness can verify the authenticity of the footage for media outlets or others.

ADDED BENEFITS

Reliable metadata: The app automatically stamps the footage with unmodifiable location, date and time (no internet needed).

App disguise: Hide the app on your home screen through different icons.

Hidden gallery: Footage is stored in a secure storage area within the app with passcode protection.

Encryption: Footage is stored and uploaded in encrypted format.

Emergency uninstall: Delete the app in three clicks from the app and app gallery settings (footage not yet uploaded will be lost).

REMEMBER

→ The app is only available for Android 6.0 or higher.
→ Turn on location services for the app to record where your footage is taken.
→ If you use phone data instead of Wi-Fi, open the app gallery settings and activate “Upload on cellular”.
→ Where possible, seek the informed consent from victims appearing in the footage.
→ Provide an email address if you would like eyeWitness to notify you if your footage could be used as evidence (optional).
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